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Introduction to Work & Family 

News Brief Trend Reports 

Susan Seitel 

Work Family Connection 

1994 – 2004 

 
One of the more startling statistics in the U.S. is the growth of women in the workforce. 

In 1950 just 34% of our workers were female; by 2000, that number had shot up to 60%. 

But women were also still the chief homemakers, and by the early 1990s, it was 

impossible to hide the struggle they were experiencing. The term "work and family" was 

a simple expression of that conflict, and there was no question about the solution: their 

employers had to help. Large, innovative companies began to lead the way, creating new 

programs to give their employees, both men and women, extra time and increased ability 

to care for dependents, giving meaning to the term "family friendly."  

 

In 1993, WFC Resources began to publish monthly two-page Trend Reports about those 

efforts, seeking out and writing about not only what leading employers were doing, but 

also the dollars and sense justification they were finding for the extra time and effort. 

That justification was not difficult to find; reducing the high cost of unhealthy and 

stressed employees was reason enough, and study after study began to cement that 

relationship. 

 

Amongst these mainly Work Family News Items, Ms Seitel also kept her eye on how 

Work Family was interacting in the EAP arena.  She began in the early 1990s covering 

the research on Integration of EAP, Work Life and Wellness and continued in articles 

over time to recognize the various phases of these research projects, as well as how 

various companies and vendors were responding in terms of practice & policy….. The 

particular Trend Reports here in the EA Archive are all related to the interaction of Work 

Family and EAP Story over the decade from 1993 – 2004. 
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